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About This Game

Kindled Cavern is a cave exploration adventure for Virtual Reality filled with sights to behold. Waterfalls, bamboo forests, giant
turtles, abandoned bridges and scaffolding, subterranian lakes, and ancient arches fill this explorable cavern. Not to mention the

ghosts!

Fight off enemies, solve puzzles, and collect gold!
There are seven oil pedestals scattered around the cave. All of them must be lit in order to escape the cave.

Your best time and score are saved, so you can replay to do better!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Locomotion: Supports 'Blink' and 'Slide'/'Dash' teleportation.

The game is about 1 hour long for a first playthrough. Though it will vary from person to person.
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Title: Kindled Cavern
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pretty Okay Games
Publisher:
Pretty Okay Games
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Buy this and buy the new Sigil campaign made by John Romero himself. And yes you should get the paid version of Sigil for the
Buckethead OST!. There are dolphins and Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy references.

No sharks though.. EDIT: Shortly after publishing this review, I discovered that there is indeed an android version of the game.
And yes, the game is more fun and does make more sense on that platform (plus it is free-to-play, albeit with some content
hidden away behind transactions). Thus, I am changing my rating accordingly: if you want to check this game out, download for
free on your phone. That's clearly the platform it is meant for.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: A fine distraction, but that is really all I can say for it. I can't say how faithful it is to the feel of the retro
classic, but from a modern standpoint it holds up fine. The graphics are effective and stylized enought to avoid being ugly, and
the music and sound is exactly what you would expect from this kind of game.

In terms of the feel of the game and the gameplay, it really looks and acts very similar to a casual iPhone/Android game. I
expected it to start badgering me for microtransactions. In fact, honestly, it would probably be more enjoyable in that format, as
it is really designed for quick, brief bouts of gampelay during down time and gets old pretty quick if played for longer stretches.
I grew bored with it less than halfway in.

Basically, there is nothing wrong with this game, but there are so many better, more unique, more artistic puzzle games out there
that can command more attention.

I narrowly do recommend this. Probably a good fix for casual gamers who just want something fun to do at the library between
classes, or to kill thirty minutes while your kid's napping.. This game feels like the spiritual successor to the classic Sid Meier's
Pirates (which is one of my all time favorite games). There is plenty of land and sea to explore to find loot or combat. The
combat system is a little difficult to figure out at first but once you get the hang of it, its very satisfying to chop[ your foes in
half.

It has a similar open world feel to the elder scroll\/witcher franchise, which are also some of my personal favorites. My only
complaint is the controls are a little stiff but overall I see significant potential in this game, especially at this price point. I feel
like I am just beginning to dip my toes into what the game has to offer and I'm looking forward to the secrets this Indie game
holds within.. Yet another free DLC for this game, adding even more unique weapons and armor sets to the game. Pretty hard to
complain about the 3rd free DLC which also adds some very tough new enemies.

The first new enemy is a pretty huge troll to new players though, and I might have had to skip him had I not already had the
experience from completing the entire game. Spoilers of gameplay (not story related) for the first mini-boss: The first
"miniboss", the smelter-demon-machine, was already one of the hardest encounters in the game relative to where you found it
and your control familiarity, and now it's probably the single hardest encounter in the game (for a new player.) The new enemy
present is easily harder than any non-boss enemy that exists in the first 25% of the game, and you have to fight him on top of
the pre-existing boss.. 300 Dwarves is a pretty basic tower defence game. With only twelve levels to play and five towers to
choose from. Plus a 700% price hike from the original iOS build justified by exactly nothing at all.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/12299\/pc\/300-dwarves\/review.html. One word: clunky. Rick kinda feels
like he's wading through mud as he walks and can only melee while moving (???) but can't shoot while moving or jumping
(?????????). Joystick remapping doesn't actually do anything so you're basically forced to use Joy2Key\/Xpadder\/DS4Tool\/Big
Picture Mode\/etc if you're rightfully not using a 360 controller for a platformer. The seasons changing is a really neat concept,
but it feels a bit unpolished since the enemies at least in the beginning don't even change based on them besides things like
beehives. Enemies are usually too short or too far above you to hit with arrows. Didn't even want to progress further because it
just feels unpolished and more like The Wizard of Oz for SNES than any other comparable platformer. I can't recommend this.
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It is a good game with good content for a fair price. Updates seem to be forthcoming and I'm optimistic that it will be even
better. It is not the best game in my library, perhaps not even the best tactics game, but it is certainly the best value in my
library. I've paid more for less.

Thumbs up from me.. Cube and Star: An Arbitrary Love and Luxuria Supurbia had a baby.. Good little shooter, makes a
refreshing change from shooting zombies, just needs more levels\/areas. Good buy tho. This is alot of fun. It's a simple concept
which makes for a fun puzzle game. Some of the puzzles you are presented with are very difficult, but they are never
impossible.

There are two types of puzzles; ones which force you to think and act fast. The other requires plenty of thought and lots of trial
and error. Fortunately the game provides you with skip tokens, which allow you to bypass puzzles you may not be able to solve
at the time. As you can imagine this alleviates frustration and keeps the game fun.

This game shines in local coop. Gasp! Did I just say Local Coop on the PC? I did! A Virus Named Tom does it so well, it might
be some of the most fun I've had during a local coop session. It forces you to work together to solve the puzzles and fend off the
antivirus. This game will spur lots of comradery and arguments to boot as you accidentally work against each other.

If you have some extra controllers and some friends (up to 4) you can invite over, definitely buy this game. The learning curve is
quite easy, so that even non gamers can enjoy it.. I only ever played the demo for this, when I was like 13. I thought it was cool
at the time but I dont think Steam existed back then, and you had to buy games retail, never could find it

Was ok for about an hour of 2005 nostalgia, but the game's pretty baaaaaad

Sound design is the most annoying, its not even sound design its more like sound asset ripping.
Noises that sound like radio crackling when you walk... all the guns sound the same... I put the game down when Heard
computers making generic cash till sounds
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